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STAGE PLOT 
Size minimum: 12m wide- 5 m deep- 4 m tall
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SET-UP: 

STAGE SIZE: minimum 12m wide- 5 m deep- 4 m tall

SHOW LENGTH: there is 1.5 hours, and 1 hour long version. 

THE SET DESIGN  
The work will be designed and installed as an environment, with the stage split into different set designs inspired by 
dreamlike surrealist paintings: Room of society, Room of dreams and Room of transformations (The Cocoon). The 
different sets will remain there for the entire duration of the show.


MUSIC 
Maya will sing, play various instruments, and create live soundscapes through movement within the installations, 
performing each song in a different character. Maya will also sing live to playback music she has originally composed 
and produced, bringing her new orchestral, industrial and choral work. 


PERFORMANCE 
The live performance and songs will unfold through a series of imagistic stories, with each song travelling thru different 
set design. Maya will sing live while transforming through the 13 characters who represent the faces of society, and who 
will tell the story of Veritaphobia. 


PROJECTION 
Maya has created a series of surrealist films specifically for Veritaphobia. These films will be projected during the entire 
show, following each character and story behind the songs. 


NATURE OF SPACES for the show 
Veritahobia can work in open spaces and traditional theatre, as long as stage measurements are met. Previous shows

of similar complex multi-media nature have been performed successful in open spaces, castles and museum platforms. 


ESSENTIALS: 

The event/festival/venue needs to provide a stage technician or provide an additional budget 
covering accommodation, transport, and costs for Maya to bring her stage technician.

1. Depending on stage depth, it is essential that the distance with the audience and stage is no less than one 
meter and a half. Couple of costumes open wide, and move near the edge of a stage. 

2.  Objects that interfere with scenography should be removed from stage. 

3.   The floor should be flat, made from either rubber, stone or timber. 

In case of a historical venue with wooden floors, there should be no any gaps between the wood to avoid 
disasters like stiletto heels getting stuck inside it.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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ROOM OF TRANSFORMATIONS
The Cocoon:

Festival/ event would need to provide:

1. 2x 4-panel foldable walls. So all together we have 8-panel foldable wall. We can also work with 
2x 3 panel wall, but 4 panel is preferred. Maya’s costumes will be placed in there. 

2.   Space inside the foldable walls must be minimum 2 sq m. 

Some of Maya’s character changes are as fast as 2 minutes. Some changes will happen on stage, and some 
inside the cocoon that will be placed on stage for the entire duration of the show. The cocoon can be built 
from foldable walls (non transparent walls). Maya will cover the foldable walls with white cocoon material.

Example for the type of foldable we can think about: 

Please let us know what resources and solutions your production provides so we can organize 
alternatives if needed.
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ROOM OF SOCIETY:

Festival/ event would need to provide: 1x small dinning table with 2 chairs (just not foldable 
chairs). The aesthetics of tables and chairs, don’t matter, because Maya will decorate them and 
cover them in fabrics. Table and chairs would need to be provided by the festival/venue.  

Example image for ‘Room of society’ down bellow.
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ROOM OF DREAMS:

Festival/ event needs to hang 4 ropes from ceiling for the mannequin dolls. Ropes to be placed in the 
back centre of the stage. Maya will bring the dolls. Please let us know what resources and solutions your 
production provides so we can organize alternatives if needed.

IMPORTANT: If the logistics of stage don’t allow ropes to be hanged,  ‘Room of dreams’ will be removed. Only keyboard 
and few decorations will be left in that space. Down bellow are requirements for ‘Room of dreams’.

Requirements from festival/event: 

Example image for ‘Room of dreams’ down bellow.
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Projection:

All equipment necessary for projection including laptop would need to be provided by the festival/event. The 
projection files Maya will hand on external drive. 

Projection OPTION ONE:
1.To project on a back wall as a backdrop. The projection must be projected across entire back wall. 
2.The back wall can be textural, so very large fabric or stone wall is acceptable. 
3. There should be no short throw projectors placed near any props on stage, because Maya moves around 
the stage a lot. 
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Projection OPTION TWO: 
PROJECTION MAPPING OVER THE COCOON-

If the venue/festival/event can not provide back wall to project over, then we can project over the cocoon that 
will be placed on stage. As mentioned before, the films will be introducing the following characters from the 
show, so projecting over the cocoon would work well as part of the entire scenography and story telling. 
Maya would modify projection file so it can be projected over the cocoon.
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Lighting:

During few short parts of the show, the projection goes darker. This is intentional in order to create more 
intimate lighting atmosphere during some acts. Additional lights would need to be set up to lit each set on the 
stage. It is essential. Lights don't have to be on for the entire duration of the show but ready for those acts 
when projection goes darker. Please feel free to get in touch if you have any further questions. Maya will 
provide lighting cue sheet will in advance. 

______________________________________________________________________________________

Overall, lots of work such as installations and projection scenography is well structured in pre-production. 
The props are built outside the stage in the way that they are easy to put on, and remove from stage. 

Regardless if we choose backdrop wall or cocoon to project on, the projection is one of the driving 
components to this scenography from start to an end.

We’ve tried to cover most of it in this document. If anything stands out unclear, please feel free to contact 
mayapetrovnaproductions@gmail.com directly, and she will happily collaborate on solutions. 

Maya will provide you with a cue sheet in advance. 

Many thanks for your time and efforts.
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